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ABSTRACT 
 
Monoclinic BiCrO3, synthesized at high pressure and high temperature, presents 
interesting properties with anomalies of magnetic origin observed around 110 and 80 K, 
which are associated, respectively, with the rising of a G-type antiferromagnetic structure 
and the spin reorientation along one of the monoclinic axes. In this study, we report a 
strong spin-phonon coupling in monoclinic BiCrO3 observed by Raman spectroscopy. 
The renormalization of the phonon energy confirms the coupling with the magnetic 
orderings. Interestingly, not all the phonons exhibiting this effect ate the temperature of 
the spin reorientation evidence the G-type antiferromagnetic ordering at 80 K. A well-
stablished models based on the mean-field theory, previously applied to other perovskite 
compounds, was used to analyze the spin-phonon coupling showing different associated 
with each magnetic phase.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Chromates with perovskite structure ACrO3 have been investigated intensively in 
the last years due to their interesting properties and applications. While rare-earth-based 
compounds exhibit intriguing magnetic properties1–3 and multiferroic behavior at low 
temperatures,4 Bi-based chromites are interesting because they are lead-free ferroelectric 
and multiferroic materials.5–7 
Particularly, BiCrO3 (BCO) obtained by a high-pressure and high-temperature 
method crystallizes in a monoclinic structure with the C2/c space group. Such structure 
transforms into an orthorhombic Pnma structure (GdFeO3-type phase) around 420 K.8 
However, powder X-ray diffraction measurements confirmed that the Pnma structure is 
still present at low temperatures in the BCO compound. Thus, it was assumed that a C2/c 
- Pnma phase coexistence is a stable state.9,10 This feature directly drives the BCO 
magnetic properties since the long-range G-type antiferromagnetic (AFM) ordering 
around TN  = 110 K is associated with C2/c phase, whereas two anomalies at 40 K and 
165 K are due to the Pnma one.10 Belik and coworkers reported the first observation of 
the magnetic event around 40 K for BiCrO3 11 through a slight anomaly in ZFC curve for 
measurements at 100 Oe and a strong frequency-dependent anomaly in the imaginary part 
of the magnetic susceptibility. Later, Belik and Takayama-Muromachi9 associated this 
event with the coexistence of the Pnma structure in the monoclinic phase. These 
conclusions were reinforced by Belik10 in a review related to polar and nonpolar phases 
of BiMO3 compounds. Also, a magnetic anomaly was reported being characterized by a 
large increase in the magnetization curve in the interval between 80 K and 60 K. This 
event is due to a spin reorientation, where the spin moments form a 50º angle with the 
monoclinic b direction,12 preserving the G-type antiferromagnetic structure. 10 Two 
interesting features in the BCO magnetic behavior are the frequency-dependent magnetic 
properties below 40 K, which still needs further explanation and the two-step AFM 
transition at 80 K and 110 K.10,12 
Concerning the BCO electric properties, there are still many open questions. 
Dielectric properties of bulk BCO were investigated at high temperatures by Niitaka et 
al.8 describing an anomaly in the dielectric constant around 420 K. However, first-
principles density functional calculations predicted an antiferroelectric behavior 
associated with the structural distortions at high temperatures.13 In thin films, the 
contradictions remain. For example, Murakami et al.5 reported the growth of room 
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temperature ferroelectric BCO by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) in LaAlO3(001), SrTiO3 
(001) and NdGaO3 (110) substrates. Meanwhile, Kin et al. 14 observed that BCO thin 
films obtained by PLD on SrTiO3 (001) with SrRuO3 bottom electrode exhibit 
antiferroelectricity with an electric field induced ferroelectric phase, as confirmed by 
double hysteretic behaviors in the electric field dependence of the dielectric constant and 
polarization. 
The Raman spectrum of polycrystalline bulk and thin films of BCO were firstly 
reported by Himcinschi et al. 15 In this study, the authors confirmed the monoclinic to 
orthorhombic phase transition at 400 K described by Niitaka et al. 8 However, the authors 
did not report any spectral anomaly on the interval between 120 and 87 K, which could 
be related to the reported magnetic events. 
Despite the contradictions on the dielectric properties, the possible coupling 
between electric and magnetic ordering suggests that the magnetic order can also couple 
with the lattice. In this way, Raman scattering spectroscopy is a powerful technique due 
to its sensibility to detect magnetic orderings through the coupling with lattice phonons, 
which was verified in several perovskite compounds.8,16,17 Thus, the temperature 
dependence of the Raman-active phonons below room temperature can help to elucidate 
the BCO magnetic and electric behavior and their coupling. 
 
2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
Polycrystalline samples of BCO were synthesized by a solid-state reaction under 
high pressure and high temperature (HPHT). Stoichiometric amounts of Bi2O3 (99.9%) 
and Cr2O3 (99.9%) were ground and sealed into platinum capsules and treated at 1273 K 
under 6 GPa during 60 min in a Walker type multi-anvil press. After the reaction, the 
system was quenched to room temperature (RT), and the pressure was slowly released. 
The resultant samples were dark-green dense pellets and were characterized by x-ray 
diffraction (XRD) on a BRUKER D8 diffractometer (Cu Kα1 radiation 1.5406 Å). The 
values of lattice parameters and sub-phases portions were refined by Rietveld method 
using the GSAS software package.18 
Magnetization data were obtained on a commercial magnetometer (Quantum 
Design Magnetic Properties Measurement System). Temperature dependence of the 
magnetic susceptibility in zero-field cooled (ZFC) and field cooled (FC) conditions were 
recorded in the 2 – 300K temperature range with a 0.5 T (5 kOe) applied field. 
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Raman spectroscopy measurements were performed in a Jobin-Yvon T64000 
Triple Spectrometer configured in a backscattered geometry. The 633 nm line of a HeNe 
gas laser operating at 2 mW, focused on the sample by a long-working distance objective 
(20x, 20.5 mm), was used to excite the signal that was collected in an N2-cooled CCD 
system. Temperature-dependent Raman measurements from 10 up to 300 K were carried 
out by using a closed-cycle He cryostat in which a Lakeshore temperature controller 
model 330S stabilized the temperature with a precision of 0.1 K. The Raman spectra were 
deconvoluted with Lorentzian functions using Fityk software (version 0.9.8).19 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The powder X-ray diffraction measurement of the synthesized dark green 
polycrystalline pellets of BiCrO3 is shown in Fig. 1. The pattern was analyzed using the 
Rietveld method and present a monoclinic perovskite-type structure belonging to the C2/c 
space group. The refined cell parameters are a: 9.4685(3) Å, b: 5.4811(2) Å, c: 9.5856(3) 
Å and β: 108.574(2)º, in good agreement with those reported by other authors.8,11,20 It was 
proposed that an orthorhombic BCO phase could coexist with the monoclinic one at and 
below room temperature. Thus, following the approach proposed by Belik et al.,9 the 
orthorhombic phase of BCO was added to the Rietveld refinement. This treatment  reveals 
the presence of a Pnma sub-phase with an approximate concentration of 9% of the weight 
fraction (w.f.), with lattice parameters a: 5.5649(6) Å, b: 7.7313(8) Å, c: 5.4845(7) Å, in 
accord with those reported by Belik et al..9 Also, the BCO diffraction pattern showed the 
presence of Bi2(CO3)O2, with a proportional amount of approximately 2% w.f., as it is 
usual in the HPHT synthesis of BCO.12,21 
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Figure 1. XRPD pattern obtained from as-synthesized BCO samples. Dark blue bars indicate the peaks of 
standard monoclinic C2/c phase20 (ICSD number 160455), green bars indicate the orthorhombic phase9 
(ICSD number 160454) and red bars indicate the BiO2CO3 (ICSD number 36245). The inset shows the 
perovskite BCO monoclinic C2/c structure where the octahedra are shown with different colors to indicate 
the opposite spin moments of G-type antiferromagnetic ordering. 
 
As a standard perovskite, BCO crystalline structure exhibits a corner-shared CrO6 
octahedra lattice, with Bi ions located in the free space between such octahedra (inset of 
figure 1). In this configuration, the octahedra are tilted according to the Glazer tilting 
system a-b-b- related to the ideal cubic perovskite.22 
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Figure 2. Magnetic susceptibility curves obtained from BiCrO3 samples. The red and green triangles are 
the ZFC and FC results, respectively. The inset panel shows the first derivate of zero-field cooled magnetic 
susceptibility. Dashed lines indicate the temperatures of reported BCO magnetic events.9,11 
 
Figure 2 shows the zero-field cooled (ZFC) and field cooled (FC) magnetic 
susceptibilities of BCO between 3 and 300 K. As expected from previous works,11,12,20 
the magnetic susceptibility curve shows the appearance of magnetic contributions around 
110 K attributed to the rising of a G-type antiferromagnetic structure. At this temperature, 
it can also be noted a sudden rise in susceptibility, which has been associated with a weak 
ferromagnetic ordering.8,10–12 Also, a large increase of the magnetic susceptibility 
intensity is noted around 80K, which is related to the spin reorientation along the b axis.12 
Based on previous reports,9 two additional anomalies on magnetic susceptibility, ascribed 
to the presence of the orthorhombic phase, were expected around 40 and 165 K. A subtle 
change in the first derivative of magnetic susceptibility, was observed around 40 K (inset 
of Figure 2), related to the fraction of Pnma found in the XRPD analysis. Thus, the 
magnetic properties of our samples are mainly determined by the antiferromagnetic G-
type ordering at 110 K and the spin alignment around 80 K. These characteristics are in 
good agreement with the magnetic behavior reported in the literature. 
Anderson23 suggested that not only the nearest neighbor (NN) interactions but also 
the next nearest neighbor (NNN) interactions have an essential role in understanding 
complex magnetic orderings in antiferromagnetic materials, mainly when they present 
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high 𝜃𝐶𝑊/𝑇𝑁 ratio. For BCO, each Cr ion is surrounded by one set of two Nearest Neighbors 
(NN) Cr ions, whose distances are 3.87 and 3.94 Å, and one set of two Cr ions (5.47 and 5.57 
Å) associated to Next Nearest Neighbor (NNN). The fitted effective magnetic moment 
(𝜇𝑒𝑓𝑓) and the Weiss constant (𝜃𝐶𝑊) have values around 4𝜇𝐵 and −360 𝐾,
8,11 
respectively, giving a |𝜃𝐶𝑊/ 𝑇𝑁| ratio approximately of 3.27. This ratio value highlight 
the complex character of BCO magnetic structure specially when compared the one of 
3.09 observed in YCrO3,24 which also presents a weak ferromagnetic phase in a complex 
competition with the main antiferromagnetic phase. Other indicative of strong NN and 
NNN interactions are the estimated values of their respective exchange constants 𝐽1 and 
𝐽2 (illustrated in Figure 3). By means of molecular field theory, those interaction constants 
can be related to the Currie-Weiss constant (𝜃𝐶𝑊) and the Neel Temperature (𝑇𝑁), 
following the approach proposed by Tsushima et al.25: 
𝐽1 =
𝐾𝐵
8𝑠(𝑠 + 1)
∙ (𝜃𝐶𝑊 − 𝑇𝑁)
𝐽2 =
1
2 ∙
𝐾𝐵
8𝑠(𝑠 + 1)
∙ (𝜃𝐶𝑊 + 𝑇𝑁)
 (1) 
The values of the exchange constants were estimated by using the experimental 
𝜃𝐶𝑊 and 𝑇𝑁, giving 𝐽1 = −10.89 cm
-1 and 𝐽2 = −2.90 cm
-1. The values presented for 
BCO are lower than those reported for SmCrO3 (𝐽1 =  − 13.54 𝑐𝑚
−1 and 𝐽2 =
− 4.64 𝑐𝑚−1),26 but still are comparable with those of YCrO3 (𝐽1 = −13.48 and 𝐽2 =
−3.45 𝑐𝑚−1),24 indicating that the 𝐽2 NNN interactions are not negligible in this system. 
  
Figure 3. Schematic representation of exchange paths in the unit cell of BCO (oxygen atoms placed at the 
octahedra vertices). 
Figure 4(a) shows the unpolarized BCO Raman spectrum measured at room 
temperature. According to the group theory analysis, based on the site occupation of the 
𝐶2/𝑐 monoclinic structure, 27 Raman-active modes are expected at the Γ point of the 
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Brillouin zone.27 These modes can be decomposed on the irreducible representations of  
𝐶2ℎ point group as 13𝐴𝑔⨁14𝐵𝑔. In figure 4(a), 13 of the 27 Raman-active predicted 
modes are observed. This number of modes is also in good accordance with  the Raman 
results reported by Himcinschi et al.15 
The assignment of the observed Raman modes based on those of ABO3 perovskite 
family already reported on literature28–31 is shown in table I. The external modes are 
located below 180 cm-1, while those with higher wavenumbers are related to CrO6 
octahedral motions. The modes around 184 and 362 cm-1 have 𝐴𝑔 symmetry and are 
related to in-phase y rotations and out-of-phase x rotations, respectively. Those observed 
at 289 and 340 cm-1 have 𝐴𝑔 and 𝐵𝑔 symmetries, respectively, being related to the basal 
octahedra oxygen motion along 𝑥 and 𝑧 axis. The octahedra bending and out-of-phase 
bending have 𝐴𝑔 symmetry and are observed at 402 and 417 cm
-1, respectively. Finally, 
the mode located at 538 cm-1 has 𝐵𝑔 symmetry and it is due to the anti-stretching 
octahedra vibration. It is notable that on this study  the 𝐴𝑔 modes are more intense than 
𝐵𝑔 ones, this finding is in agreement with those reported for the monoclinic phase of 
BiMnO3 32 and polarized measurements reported by Talkenberger et al.33 and Himcinschi 
et al. 15 for the monoclinic BCO phase. 
In the temperature-dependent study of BCO Raman spectra, we were able to 
monitor the behavior of six 𝐴𝑔 and two 𝐵𝑔 internal modes with mixed symmetries under 
cooling from 300K to 10K. Figure 4(b) exhibits the temperature-dependent Raman 
spectra obtained for BCO. Since this compound does not present any structural phase 
transition in the investigated temperature range, we cannot note any remarkable change 
in the Raman spectra in terms of additional or suppressed bands. The overall signature of 
the Raman spectra is maintained in the investigated temperature range, and only the usual 
high-frequency shift and mode sharpening were observed, which can be understood by 
considering the lattice contraction and reduction of thermal vibrations.  
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Figure 4. (a) Room-temperature Raman spectrum of BCO. Open blue circles show the experimental data 
fitted with individual Lorentzian profiles. The solid red line indicates the best fit for the experimental data. 
(b) Temperature-dependent Raman spectra of BCO.  
 
Usually, in the absence of structural changes, the temperature-dependent behavior 
of a phonon mode of frequency 𝜔 is mainly governed by the phonon anharmonicity 
hardening, in which, according to Balkanski’s model,34 the temperature-dependence of 
the phonon frequency is given by:  
𝜔(𝑇) = 𝜔0 + 𝐶 [1 +
2
(𝑒(ℏ𝜔0/2𝐾𝐵𝑇)−1)
] + 𝐷 [1 +
3
(𝑒(ℏ𝜔0/3𝐾𝐵𝑇)−1)
+
3
(𝑒(ℏ𝜔0/3𝐾𝐵𝑇)−1)2
]   (2)  
where 𝜔0, 𝐶 and 𝐷 are fitting parameters. In this model, the second and the third terms 
on the right side are related to two, and three-phonon processes, respectively, whereas 
higher-order phonon interactions were omitted. 
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Figure 5 shows the temperature dependence of selected phonon energies and their 
full width at half maximum (FWHM) compared with the Balkanski’s model. The 
temperature-dependent positions of such phonons exhibit a renormalization from the 
theoretical model at 110K for the 𝐴𝑔(1), 𝐴𝑔(3), 𝐵𝑔(2) and 𝐴𝑔(6) modes (Figure 5 
(a),(c),(e) and (f), respectively), while the 𝐵𝑔(1) and 𝐴𝑔(4) present this effect below 80 K 
(Figure 5 (b) and (d)). The stronger renormalizations were observed for 𝐵𝑔(2) and 𝐴𝑔(6) 
modes, reaching values around 2 cm-1. Notice that 𝑇𝑁 = 110 K is the temperature of the 
AFM ordering in BCO, while at 80K, there is the spin moments realignment around the 
𝑏 axis of the monoclinic structure.12 Such observations suggest a spin-phonon coupling 
in BCO at these temperatures. Once the FWHM is related to the phonon lifetime,35 it is 
not affected by anomalous thermal lattice variations. Thus, the analysis of the FWHM 
behavior is an important tool to distinguish between events related to subtle volume 
changes due to exchange-striction36 or magnetostriction and phenomena related to 
coupling effects.37 In this way, the FWHM for all selected modes also presented subtle 
renormalizations at 110 and 80 K indicating the presence of a sin-phonon coupling at 
these temperatures. The poor FWHM fitting of 𝐵𝑔(2) (Figure 5(e)) mode above 110K is 
due to the very low intensity of this mode in comparison to the remaining ones. 
Besides the events at 110 and 80 K, the Raman results also revealed very subtle 
changes in phonons behavior below 40 K. Below this temperature, the position of all 
analyzed phonons becomes almost constant.  This feature is very weak in comparison 
with those observed for the magnetic events at higher temperatures, but still is an 
indication that the Raman modes in BCO are also sensitive to the magnetic event at 40 K 
related to the Pnma lattice.9,11 
Bahdram et al.38 reported the temperature dependence of the Raman spectra of the 
orthorhombic RCrO3 family. In this study, the authors observed similar spin-phonon 
coupling effects confirmed through the FHWM analysis in samples where the R3+ site is 
occupied by magnetic ions. Also, Mahana et al.36 recently reported the spin-phonon 
coupling of GdCrO3 in which the phonon frequencies also presented a mix of hardening 
and softening effects below TN, as observed in our BCO study. In both cases, the 
magnitude of the reported renormalizations was in the order of 1 - 3 cm-1 in good 
accordance with those observed here. 
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Figure 5. Panels a-f: Temperature dependence of the phonon energy and full width at half maximum 
(FWHM) of selected Raman-active modes of BCO. Solid lines are the fit based on the Balkanski’s model. 
Dashed lines represent the magnetic events reported in the literature. 
 
The phonon frequency departure from the expected anharmonic behavior of a 
given vibrational mode as a function of the temperature in a spin ordered phase can be 
described by taking into account the spin-spin correlation function:39,40 
Δω(T) = 𝜆⟨𝑆𝑖 ∙ 𝑆𝑗⟩ =
1
2𝑚𝜔
∑
𝜕2𝐽(𝑟)
𝜕𝑢𝑟
2 ⟨𝑆𝑖 ∙ 𝑆𝑗⟩𝑟 ,                               (3) 
where 𝜔 is the renormalized phonon frequency due to a spin-phonon coupling at a fixed 
temperature, 𝜔0 is the phonon frequency in the absence of the renormalization effect 
(dominated only by anharmonic effects), 𝜆 is a coupling constant and ⟨𝑆𝑖 ∙ 𝑆𝑗⟩ denotes a 
statistical-mechanical average for adjacent spins that belong to sublattices of opposite 
spins. In a paramagnetic phase, where there are no spin interactions, the ⟨𝑆𝑖 ∙ 𝑆𝑗⟩ term 
vanishes, while in spin ordered phases is expected that the spin-phonon coupling 
generates additional contributions to the phonon frequencies. In general, besides the 
magnetic order, 𝜆 depends on how the phonon modulates the exchange interaction.36,41 
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So far, a general trending on the phonon renormalization due to a spin-phonon coupling 
has been reported in a large number of compounds and, usually, antiferromagnetic 
systems present a hardening effect on phonon frequencies,42,43 whereas ferromagnetic 
materials show a softening effect.44,45 Nevertheless, the λ factor has a complex character 
that depends on the atomic motions involved in the phonon mode, and, for this reason, 
some compounds seem to be beyond this rule.24,43,46,47 In case of BCO, the hardening 
effect observed for 𝐵𝑔(1), 𝐴𝑔(4), 𝐵𝑔(2) and 𝐴𝑔(6) (Figure 5(b), (d)-(f)) are in agreement 
with the standard trending of AFM materials, while the 𝐴𝑔(1) and 𝐴𝑔(3) (Figures 5(a) 
and (c)) modes do not follow this tendency, indicating that each phonon mode has a 
particular and independent λ factor. However, the correlation between magnetic 
interactions and the phonon modes in the coupling constant is very complex, and the exact 
form in which those two properties influence the spin-phonon renormalization effect 
remains unclear. 
As mentioned before, a similar mix between hardening and softening frequencies 
behavior has been reported for GdCrO3,36 YCrO3 24 and BiMnO3 48 samples. In the last 
two cases, the authors attribute this mixed behavior to a competition between a weak 
ferromagnetic and the antiferromagnetic phases presented by these materials. To describe 
the competitive simultaneous ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic interactions of 
CdCr2S4, Wakamura et al. 49 proposed a theoretical model in which the phonon 
renormalization (𝛥ω) can be written as: 
Δ𝜔 ∝ −𝑘1⟨𝑆𝑎 ∙ 𝑆𝑏⟩ + 𝑘2⟨𝑆𝑐 ∙ 𝑆𝑑⟩                                     (4) 
where 𝑘1 and 𝑘2 are spin-dependent coupling constants depending on the 
relationship between the exchange integrals and the phonon displacements. In this way, 
𝑘1 is associated with the ferromagnetic NN interactions, while 𝑘2 is associated with the 
antiferromagnetic NNN exchanges.50 In such a model, the spin correlation function of the 
nearest and the next nearest neighbors have the same temperature dependence50 inducing 
the same correlation functions for ⟨𝑆𝑎 ∙ 𝑆𝑏⟩ and ⟨𝑆𝑐 ∙ 𝑆𝑑⟩. Therefore, the equation (4) 
reduces to equation (3) where the complex λ factor arise from the difference between 𝑘1 
and 𝑘2, assuming different values for each phonon mode. This model has been used to 
explanation for the phonon renormalization due to the spin-phonon coupling in systems 
like BiMnO3,
48 which present a ferromagnetic (FM) structure, and YCrO3, that exhibits a 
G-type anti-ferromagnetic (AFM) ordering24, and also for different magnetic structures 
observed in the manganite family Eu1−xYxMnO3.
50 
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In the case of BiCrO3, a weak ferromagnetic order,8,10–12 evidenced by the sudden 
increase in magnetic susceptibility at 110 K (see Figure 2), is found in coexistence with 
the G-type antiferromagnetic phase. Then, the approach proposed by Wakamura et al.49 
could be an explanation for the observed softening effect presented by the 𝐴𝑔(1) and 
𝐴𝑔(3), while the other modes present a hardening effect. 
Based on mean-field approximation, Granado et al.51 proposed a mechanism to 
describe the phonon renormalization induced by a spin-phonon coupling (Eq. (3)) for 
perovskite structures; these interactions can be described as: 
Δ𝜔(𝑇) = 𝜔0(𝑇) − 𝜔(𝑇) ∝ (
𝑀(𝑇)
𝑀0
)
2
                                         (5) 
where 𝑀(𝑇) is the average magnetization per magnetic ion at temperature 𝑇, and 𝑀0 is 
the saturated magnetization. Such a model works well for different perovskites even in a 
system with antisymmetric phonon renormalizations,36,47,48 which could be the case of 
BCO. Figure 6 shows Δ𝜔 as a function of (𝑀(𝑇)/𝑀0)
2 as related by the equation (5). As 
observed in other perovskite compounds,35,52–54 these results confirm the existence of a 
linear correlation between the renormalization on phonon positions and (𝑀(𝑇)/𝑀0)
2, in 
accordance with the proposed model. 
A linear correlation is observed between the square of magnetization and the 
renormalization in phonon energies for 𝐵𝑔(1) and 𝐴𝑔(4) modes (figures 6 (d) and (e)), 
below 80 K. This behavior combined with the low renormalization of these phonons 
(Figures 5 (b) and (d), respectively) corroborates the existence of a weak spin-phonon 
coupling only appearing below the temperature at which the magnetic moments 
undergoes the slight reorientation process. This is an unusual phenomenon, where some 
phonons are sensitive just to one of the magnetic events and should be associated with 
the correlation between the symmetry of both the phonons and the exchange integrals.   
In the case of 𝐴𝑔(1) and 𝐴𝑔(3) phonons (Figure 6(a) and (b), respectively), the 
linear behavior appears around 110 K, where Δ𝜔 increases linearly with the square of 
magnetization. However, it can be noted that below 80 K the linear response slightly 
changes for both phonons. These findings indicate that besides the spin-phonon coupling 
starts at 110 K, these phonons also are sensitive to the spin reorientation below 80 K. The 
same two steps spin-phonon coupling effect is observed for the 𝐵𝑔(2) and 𝐴𝑔(6) phonons 
(figure 6 (c) and (f), respectively). In both cases, there is a linear correlation between Δ𝜔 
and (𝑀(𝑇)/𝑀0)
2 below 110 K and a slope change at 80 K. 
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Figure 6. panels a-f: Temperature dependence of the departure from the anharmonic frequency behavior of 
selected phonons as a function of (𝑀(𝑇)/𝑀0)
2, dark green dashed lines are the linear fit of data. 
 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we reported the spin-phonon coupling in the monoclinic perovskite 
BiCrO3. Hardening and softening effects on some phonon frequencies starting at 110 K 
coincide with the emergence of a G-type antiferromagnetic ordered structure indicating 
that a spin-phonon coupling induces the observed phonon renormalization. The coupling 
behavior is similar to that observed in octahedra stretching modes in other perovskites, 
whose phonon renormalization follows a mean-field behavior. Moreover, all spin-
coupled phonons showed to be sensitive to the spin reorientation reported around 80K, 
reinforcing the existence of this phenomenon. No anomaly was observed at 165 K, which 
reveals that if there is a magnetic ordering process at this temperature, it does not couple 
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with the lattice phonons. Finally, the only evidence of the magnetic event at 40 K is a 
subtle change in the phonon frequency below this temperature, suggesting that the 
magnetic transition of the orthorhombic sublattice also could drive spin-phonon 
interactions, however, more detailed investigations need to be performed to confirm this 
effect. 
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7. TABLES 
Table I – Band position assignments of the observed Raman modes in BCO. 
Wavenumber (cm-1) Symmetry Main atomic motions 
185 𝐴𝑔(1) BO6 in-phase y rotations 
289 𝐴𝑔(2) O1(x), A(-x) 
340 𝐵𝑔(1) O1(-z), A(z) 
362 𝐴𝑔(3) BO6 out-of-phase x rotations 
402 𝐴𝑔(4) BO6 bending 
417 𝐴𝑔(5) BO6 out-of-phase bending 
538 𝐵𝑔(2) O2, O1 antistretching 
555 𝐴𝑔(6) --- 
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